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Conditions are given under which the classes of formal anguages defined by non- 
deterministic (deterministic) tape-bounded Turing acceptors will be principal AFLs. 
This paper is a sequel to the immediately preceding paper (see Ref. [1]). 1 To avoid 
unnecessary duplication, the terminology, notation, and introductory concepts are 
presented only in Ref. [1]. It is assumed here that the reader is familiar with the results 
of Ref. [1]. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide conditions for a function f such that the 
family of languages accepted by nondeterministic (deterministic) Turing acceptors 
which operate within tape bound f forms a principal AFL.  
* This research was supported in part by Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories' 
Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, under Contract F19628-68-C-0029. 
1 (Editor's note: The results in this paper were submitted independently b  Ibarra and the 
three other authors in two separate papers. The papers were rewritten in the form in which they 
appear in this issue to resolve the problem of simultaneous discovery.) 
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DEFINITION. A function f is tape constructable (deterministic-tape constructable) 
if there is a multitape Turing machine (deterministic multitape Turing machine) 3// 
such that for any input w to 21//: every resulting computation of21///on w visits precisely 
f(] w ]) tape squares on at least one of its storage tapes and visits no more than f([ w [) 
tape squares on any one of its storage tapes. The machine 3//: is said to constructf. ~ 
THEOREM. Let f be a superadditive function. 
(i) I f f  is tape constructable, then 5#TAPE(f) is a principal AFL. 
(ii) If f is deterministic-tape constructable, then 5:DetTAPE(f) is a principal 
AFL. 
Proof of (i). Let f be a tape constructable superadditive function and let M I be 
a Turing machine which constructs f. By Theorem 2.9 of Ref. [1], S#TAPE(f) is 
an AFL so that ~'(5~ = 5:TAPE(f). We shall construct a language L t 
such that 5:TAPE(f)  _C ~(L:)  and L/E 5:TAPE(f). If 5:TAPE(f)  _C ~(L:),  then 
oq~(5:TAPE(f)) C ~-(L:). If L/~ 5#TAPE(f), then ~-(L,) C ~-((5:TAPE(f)). Thus, 
5:TAPE(f) = o~-(L/) so that oC#TAPE(f) is a principal AFL with generator L 1. 
The argument follows that of Ref. [3]. 
Let 27 be a countably infinite vocabulary such that for each L ~ oC#TAPE(f), there is 
a finite set 27 0 C X such that L _C 27o*. Let X u C X be some finite vocabulary of at least 
two symbols. Any symbol a ~ X can be uniquely encoded over 27u +. We write ~ for 
the encodement of a. Further, any Turing machine M can be encoded over Zu + by 
encoding its n-tuples [3]. We write M for the encodement of M, and assume k can 
be recovered from M k. 
Let L! = Uk {ffx2~ka~ M  "'" d~ Mk [ M encodes aTuring machine M which accepts 
al "'" an within tape boundf~}. 
Claim 1. If L 6 5:TAPE(f), then L can be obtained from L /by  AFL operations. 
Hence, 5#TAPE(f) _C o~(L:). 
Proof. If L c 5:TAPE(f), then for some k > 0 and some Turing acceptor M 
which operates within tape bound fk,  L(M) ~- L. Let 27o C 27 be a finite set such that 
L C 27o*. Let R o = {~rk [ a ~ 27o}* so that R 0 is a regular set. Let go be the gsm 
mapping which erases _~rk and maps ~ into a for all a E 27o. A gsm which realizes the 
mapping o can be made to be e-limited 8 where the constant [ ]~r~ ] = k I -~ ] is the 
bound on the longest substring that go can erase. (Recall that every AFL containing e
One may consider the following variation on the notion of tape construetability. Let f be 
a function such that for all n >i O, f(n) >~ n. Suppose there is a deterministic multitape Tur ing 
machine M which always halts, which operates within tape bound f, and which has the property 
that for each n there is an input w such that [ w [ = n and such that the computation of M on z0 
visits precisely f(n) tape squares on at least one of its working tapes. In this case, Ibarra has 
shown that f is deterministic-tape constructable. 
3 A gsm M is e-limited if there is a k /> 0 such that M can erase at most k consecutive symbols. 
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is closed under e-limited gsm mappings o that these mappings may be viewed as AFL 
operations.) It is immediate that L = go(L: n Ro) , so that L ~ o~-(L/). 
Claim 2. L: ~ SfTAPE(f). 
Proof. We show that L/~TAPE(f)_C 6:TAPE(f)  by describing a Turing 
acceptor M 0 such that L(Mo) ~- L: and such that M 0 operates within tape bound f. 
For any w, the machine M 0 shall imitate the action of the machine iV/: which tape 
constructs the function f as well as imitates the action of some machine M such that 
for some k > 0, M accepts al "'" an within tape bound fk- The machine M 0 shall 
operate in three phases as follows: 
Phase 1. Given input w, M 0 first checks to see that w has the form 
diM k ... dnM k for some constant k > 0 and some machine M, determining k as it 
proceeds. This process takes no more than ] w ] tape squares. 
Phase 2. In this phase, M o imitates the action of some computation ofM: acting 
on input of length kn. Hence it lays offf(kn) = fk(n) marked tape squares on at least 
one of its storage tapes, and no more than fk(n) marked squares on any of its storage 
tapes. This done, M 0 determines which tape has the greatest number of squares o 
marked and adds marked squares to the other tapes so that they each have precisely 
fk(n) marked squares. 
Phase 3. In this phase M 0 imitates ome computation of the machine M acting 
on input a 1 -.. an. The details of this simulation are just like those in Ref. [3] and so 
they are not described here. If  the imitated computation attempts to use more than the 
tape squares marked in Phase 2, the M o halts in a nonaccepting state. If  the imitated 
computation ofM accepts the input a t "" an without using more than the tape squares 
marked in Phase 2, then M 0 halts in an accepting state so that w ~ L(Mo). 
For any symbol Z ~ 2~, if Z is used by the Turing machine M, and Z encodes Z, 
then [ Z t < [ M[. Hence the simulation process in Phase 3 of Mo's computation 
requires at most I M I fk(n) = ]M ]f(kn) squares on any tape of Mo, since M o 
while simulating M on a 1 ... an is allowed to visit no more than fk(n) tape squares on 
any tape of M. Since f is superadditive (and thus monotone) [M[f(kn)  <~ 
f (k  I M [ n) <~ f(I w [), so that M o operates within tape boundfandL(Mo) ~TAPE(f). 
From the description of M 0 it is clear that if w EL(Mo) , then w = dli~rk "" dnM ~, 
for some k > 0 and some Turing acceptor M which accepts at "" an within tape bound 
fk.  Hence L(Mo) C L/ .  On the other hand, it is immediate that if w ~L: ,  then w is 
accepted by M0, so that L: C_ L(Mo). 
Since L(Mo) ~ TAPE(f)  and L I = L(Mo) , we have L /e  TAPE(f)  so that Claim 2 
is proved. 
Proof of (ii). The argument parallels the proof of (i) with one addition. If  f is 
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deterministic-tape constructable, then L I is defined by means of deterministic machines 
M, and in Phase 1, M 0 must explicitly check that M is deterministic. 
COROLLARY. Let f be a superadditive function. 
(i) I f f  is tape constructable and TAPE(f) is an AFL, then it is principal. 
(ii) I f f  is deterministic-tape constructable and DetTAPE(f) is an AFL, then 
it is principal. 
COROLLARY. Let f be a superadditive semihomogeneous function. 
(i) I f f  is tape constructable, then TAPE(f) is a principal AFL. 
(ii) I f f is deterministic-tape constructable, then DetTAPE(f) is a principal AFL. 
The last corollary shows that the family of languages accepted by two-way non- 
deterministic (deterministic) nonerasing stack automata is a principal AFL. This 
follows from the fact that this family is equal to TAPE(f), where f (n )~ n 2 
(f(n) = n log n) [2]. 
Remark. In Ref. [3] it was shown that both CS and DetLBA are principal AFLs. 
By Theorem 1.9 of Ref. [1], TAPE(f) = Hf[CS] and DetTAPE(f) ~ HI[DetLBA ]. 
Thus we have provided answers for two special cases of the following question: If 
.W is a principal AFL, what conditions are sufficient on f in order that H[[~] be a 
principal AFL ? 
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